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what we did

� In September 2017, Jim Wallman and I 
ran an opportunistic experiment in 
conjunction with the DIRE STRAITS 
megagame held at the Connections 
UK conference.

� Three teams of generally experienced 
wargamers (with c130+ years of 
wargame design/facilitation/play 
experience amongst them):
� Team USA
� Team UK
� Team Euro

� Each team observed the game, was 
given access to game 
documentation (briefings, materials 
produced by the teams, injects and 
news reporting), and was asked to 
separately prepare a report on game 
methodology and findings.



what we found*

� …the findings were striking. The teams—despite being at 
the same game—largely disagreed about what they had 
just seen.

*Caveats to follow.

uh oh…



Millennium Challenge 2002



implications?

� Much of our attention has been directed at improving 
wargame design and facilitation.

� However, there may be serious but largely unexplored 
challenges in translating a game into findings.

� Specifically, wargame analysis might depend as much on 
the analysts as the game.
� The findings also suggest that what players learn from an 

educational game might differ widely from what an instructor 
thinks players have learned from a game.

� If so, does wargaming have any analytical (or 
educational) utility at all?



experimental approach (and limits)

� The DIRE STRAITS primarily served an ice-breaker and 
welcome-to-wargaming function on the first day of 
CONNECTIONS UK.
� 100+ participants, limited subject matter expertise, no read-

ahead
� megagame format (large, noisy, chaotic, loose kriegsspiel)



experimental bugs and features

� The game methodology not up to the standards of an 
official/analytical game.
� HOWEVER, that meant the analytical teams had 

methodological weaknesses to address.
� US foreign policy behavior in the Trump era—a 

controversial, even polarizing issue—was an important 
aspect of game design.



experimental bugs and features

� Potential variations in national perspectives were 
harnessed to explore how preexisting attitudes might 
affect game interpretation—especially in an era where 
NATO and FVEY allies increasing view the US as 
unpredictable/unreliable at best, or a growing 
political/economic/national security threat at worst.

� POTUS approval rating
� US: 42% (-11 differential)
� France 14% (-72)
� Canada 13% (-57)
� UK: 11% (-56)
� Germany 11% (-76)



challenge 1: confirmation bias

� “tendency to search for, interpret, favor, and recall 
information in a way that confirms one's pre-existing 
beliefs or hypotheses”
� Could arise from political views, 

organizational/doctrinal views, or even views on 
wargame methodology.

� preferences for early information
� effects on information searching, assessment, and 

retention
� impact of Bayesian updating
� the role of “motivated beliefs”



challenge 2: framing effects

� How a game looks (name, materials, graphics) can have 
profound effects on game play—and, presumably, might 
also have effects on how it is interpreted.

(Liberman, Samuels, and Ross 2004)

Both versions were 
identical games of 

“prisoner’s dilemma” 
with identical payoffs.

Reframing the game 
doubled the rate of 

cooperative behaviours 
(with no other changes).

Framing of game had 
more effect than 

anticipated player style.



framing effects IN DIRE STRAITS

� DIRE STRAITS used a subgame (rather than a player) to 
generate US Presidential policy guidance.

� Range of possible US positions, consistent with previous 
POTUS statements.

� Senior policymakers(SECDEF, SECSTATE, NSA, etc.), 
political/policy advisors, and loyal military commanders 
and ambassadors sought to shape US policy outcomes, 
using a card-based system of policy influence:

Policy Process

Potential 
US policy 
positions

US policy 
position

Political advisors/actors

Bureaucratic advisors/actors



framing effects IN DIRE STRAITS

� Policy positions adopted in game closely matched policy 
statement by POTUS in 2 months following the game.

� But…



framing effects IN DIRE STRAITS

� Tongue-in-cheek graphic presentation of game may 
have influenced analytical interpretation of US subgame.
� Team US: subgame broken
� Team UK: subgame should be more respectful (but OK)
� Team Euro: subgame seems pretty accurate



groups and analysis

� Group assessment—especially by diverse groups—
enhances analytical performance (“the wisdom of 
crowds”).

vs
� Groups may tend to lowest-common denominator 

analysis, or be excessively influenced by senior 
participants (“groupthink”).

� aggregation and team-design methods matter
� DIRE STRAITS experiment suggests some value in having 

analysts undertake “first impressions” separately, before 
collective discussion

� equally important to collect player perceptions
� hedgehogs vs foxes (Tetlock 2005)



groups and analysis



Red Teaming game analysis?

� There may be utility in conducting two or more game 
analyses independently, and then comparing results.

game

Analysis
team

#1

Analysis
team

#2

initial 
report

initial 
report

synthesis 
report

Degree of convergence 
provides indicator of 

confidence level.


